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About This Game

Rock your way to the top of the '80s charts in this interactive tale of music and mayhem! But beware, mischievous managers,
fickle fans, and gossiping groupies stand between you and rock immortality.

Choice of the Rock Star is an epic, 73,000 word interactive novel where your choices control the story. The game is entirely text-
based--without graphics or sound effects--and powered by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will your band tear itself apart? Will you flame out on national television? Or will you build a legacy that stands the test of
time?
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This is the first puzzle game that has kept me interested in a long time. Installed yesterday and didn't want to stop playing, I even
want to go back to it and that says a lot about how I feel in most puzzle games now. Mostly they are like a board game you buy
because to like how they sound then played once and then stored away and forgotten.

If you ask me why I like it so much then I can't say because some of it is corny, sorry I don't know another word that describes
those scenes..
One puzzle I have just remembered, that is crossing that tree and not falling, it has just the right amount of drama to make it a
little scary even if you think your character won't fall.
Mine didn't fall so I don't know if you can fall, and then have to start it again? Not yet anyway... Have you installed this waste of
time? Congrats, you now have spyware on your computer.

It's not a game. It's hardly a toy. Theres a few things to do, but none of it matters, as there's no story, no objectives, nothing. If
this is anything, it's a proof of concept with decent models and textures. You can, as I have, do literally everything there is to
offer within 10 minutes.

The best part about this "game" is that it didn't cost anything.

The worst thing is that the express purpose of this "game" is to take your info and sell it to Facebook, according to their EULA..
Well, it is definetly not up to the stronghold series, but in saying that I am enjoying it :)
Soo many negative comments , thats fair enough as everyones entitled to their opinion, but for the sale price I still consider this
a bargin :)
. its obvious why its free
. This is the third Pixel Puzzles game that I own and it's one of the best of the series, along with Undeadz. The rotation mechanic
is great and I hope to find it in future Pixel Puzzles games.

Pros
+ Rotation of puzzle pieces! = higher difficulty
+ 25 puzzles (significantly more than Japan\/ Undeadz), longer gameplay ~16h total
+ Fun tile edges e.g. bird beaks (as in Undeadz)
+ Ingame bonuses: sorting tray, shuffling pieces +\/- collect crabs for your hints
+ Menu small bonus: minigame, art gallery, instructions
+ You can access easily puzzles with a lot of pieces and return later to smaller ones (unlike in Japan\/Undeadz)

Cons
- birds birds birds photography, no sketches, paintings etc (unlike Undeadz)
- annoying detailed texture background for the puzzle (cliffs with water) - somtimes too similar to the puzzle pieces
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- ads in main menu for other games. FUN BUT NEEDS MORE CONTENT. ALSO, WHAT HAPPENED TO THE 1ST. Only
get if you get the Season Pass; I don't think worth it otherwise.

New Characters; nothing too special, but at least 9 of them, so yay!

Original Level; just really bad, probably the worst in the game, Lego can do better;
be prepared to fight bosses for 20 minutes in the boring hit them once spawn 10 guys wait for cutscenes fights that Lego needs
to stop making.

. A steam game that is meant to be played with friends doesn't have online multiplayer?!?! Like Seriously WTF is this?!. 1 BUG
but still worth

The game itself is addictive and a lot more fun than I anticipated. HOWEVER... you must unlock MISSLE TURRETS in the
research tree in order to progress in the game. It is possible to avoid this and waste your research points before you unlock it and
be completely screwed. This is a serious bug in an otherwise delightful game.
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They should use dynamic tunnel vision with speed lines to help with sim sickness. Good game it has a good story and gameplay
is good, like how the game plays can be tough in areas but you just have to find ways to beat people.. A great game does not
need achievements or trading cards but if that is all one plays for - this game has neither.

I would call this a sleeper, great gameplay, good storyline, and mostly definitely a Hidden Object game. It is fast paced with
smooth transitions, so fast and smooth in fact one is at the end (hours later) before one realizes it. It is not a short game though
and about the average length for an HO game (around 4 or so hours).

Storyline: Singing Star's husband White Wolf is missing, and she sets off to find him. She goes to the Manitu (element or nature
spirits) for help. Her journey involves finding various plants and objects in different locations to use in spells. As the journey
unfolds the player meets the Manitu and learns their intentions are not always what they seem.

Gameplay: 98% of this game is HO scenes, no point and click elements or any puzzles. Even the map is only used to move
between HO scenes in any order the player choses. There are several HO scenes for each chapter while looking for ingredients
and objects needed to make a potion or later at the request of the Manitu. The HO scenes are colorful and detailed. (Even the
chapter transition "black and white" ink drawings are quite amazing.)

A few things to note about the HO scene find clues. 1) They are unusual clues, mostly plants and animals most people have not
heard about. Since there are no hint penalties I suggest using them. I had to hint and look up some myself. I had no idea an ewer
was a pot-like jug with a handle. Some other examples are cane (which means cane sugar plants which look like cattails in fact),
puddle (Really? A puddle of water? - How unique!), algae (and not the normal pond scum variety, but the long Sagrasso type
that grow like monsterous wide bladed grass under the sea), and of course I can not forget the flying cow. (Totally serious the
clue is cow and it is flying and the player has to click on it when it zooms by.) I have not had this much fun playing HO scenes
for a while. Such unique and unusual clues. 2) None of the find clues are unfairly hidden either. But in every scene there are one
or two that are especially cleverly hidden. Oh the player can see them quite plainly after finding them but they blend so well,
one either needs to know where they are there or really has to look for them. 3) The find clues are more and less appropriate to
the settings. Or at least to the game theme of Native American indigenous cultures (both North and South America) all jumbled
together and throughout time. Basically what I mean is there are no used tires or hammers or bicycles. Very nature oriented with
an entire education on plants, animals and birds if one is so inclined. 4) I only found one clue misspelling: broken bow should be
broken bowl. It happens (shrugs). Can not complain otherwise about the text.

Remember I said this game is 98% Hidden Object, the other 2% is a mini-game the gamer plays twice and a Match 3 game
which has various uses. First the mini-game, it is potion making (in a cauldron). The point of the mini-game is to change the
color of the potion to a different color using the plants or things gathered from the HO scenes using a recipe chart and quite
literally drawing a magic symbol over the brew. Sounds easy, but it is not. This is a real brain teaser of a puzzle, and if one goofs
up one has to start from the beginning again. Fortunately there are only 4 things that can be put in the brew. The gamer only
plays the mini-game twice but gathers stuff to make potions often.

Second is the Match 3 game. This Match 3 game is used as a Hidden Object scene, gathering mana orbs to make potions and
boss battles. Yes, you read that correctly BOSS BATTLES. Boss battles in a Hidden Object game, my oh my. Then again the
player is dealing with nature spirits. I have run into this type of boss battle scenerio before in a game called Cave Quest. But
comparing those battles to these, these will kick your butt if not careful. Think Gems of War maybe. Good luck with the battles.
They are tough since your opponent starts out with 2-3 times higher hit points then you do. (No skip option either.) My only
suggestion is take your time, there is no time limit.

Beautiful artwork, great gameplay, fast moving storyline and 98% Hidden Object. Who can could ask for anything more from
an HO game? (That's rhetorical by the way, so do not answer.)

Highly recommend.. InfiniPicross is a fun little Nonogram\/Picross game which randomly generates all its puzzles, to the user's
size specifications. It's worth pointing out that there are NO curated puzzles on this one - it's literally all just random puzzles, but
the game's solver ensures that all puzzles generated are solvable, and I've found them to be enjoyable to play through. There
have been a couple of issues at launch which the developer's been extremely responsive about fixing, so I have no qualms about
it from that angle!

The implementation is basic but very competent, and it's nice to be able to alter the game's "theme" to suit, as you can see from
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the screenshots. There's also an editor to alter the theme however you see fit. I'm unlikely to switch them around now that I've
got one set up to my liking, but it's a clever feature.

If you're in the mood for a Nonogram\/Picross game on your desktop which will never run out of fresh puzzles, I'd definitely
recommend this one.. I have loved this game for a long time. What hurts me the most is that i cant play it anymore on my PC.. if
you enjoy being shot by peaple you never see and youre weapons are useless that allways either miss or bounce off then you will
enjoy this game,otherwize save youre money . this game could use lots of bots and less campers who wait for victums and ruin
this game!!!!!
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